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Abstract  The P E P  tool embeds sophisticated programming and verification compo- 
nents in a user-friendly graphical interface. The basic idea is that the programming 
component allows the user to design concurrent algorithms in an imperative language, 
and that the P E P  system then generates Petri nets from such programs in order to use 
Petri net theory for simulation and verification purposes. A key feature is flexibility; its 
modular design eases the task of adding new interfaces to other verification packages, 
such as 'INA', 'PROD' or 'SMV'. 

P E P  has been implemented on Solaris 2.x, Sun OS 4.1.x and Linux. Ftp-able ver- 
sions are available via http://www, informatik, uni-hildesheim, de/~pep. 
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1 System o v e r v i e w  
The P E P  1 tool is a Programming Environment based on Pet r i  Nets [5]. The 
main phases of the development of parallel systems (modelling, simulation, anal- 
ysis and verification) are supported. From an abstract point of view the tool 
consists of the following three components (see Fig. 1): 

1. The editing and simulation component contains editors and simulators for 
parallel systems from which Petri  nets can be generated automatically using 
the different compilers integrated in this component. 

2. The formula component offers the possibility to enter formulae which can 
either refer to a parallel program or a net. Furthermore, program formulae 
can be transformed into net formulae [14]. 

3. The verification component consisted of a model checker [11,15] based on the 
finite prefix of the branching process [20,10]. Interfaces to other verification 
packages, like 'INA' [21], 'PROD'  [24] or 'SMV' [8], have been added recently 
in order to offer as many different verification methods as possible and to 
support  stronger logics. 

2 Editing and simulation component 
The editing and simulation component of the P E P  system has grown contin- 
uously. Corresponding to the main intention of the tool - i.e. to use Petri  net 
theory in order to provide program verification - a program editor and a net 
editor have been the starting point. 

With the first version of P E P  it was possible to edit parallel algorithms ex- 
pressed in B(PN) 2, an imperative / predicative programming language. B(PN) 2 

1 PEP is a joint project between the 'Universit/it Hildesheim' and the 'Humboldt- 
Universit/it zu Berlin' which is financed by the DFG (German Research Foundation). 
Furthermore, the work has been partially supported by the projects CALIBAN (ES- 
PRIT) and EXPRESS (HCM) 
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is called Basic Petri Net Programming Notation because it has a composi- 
tional semantics in terms of Petri nets [2]. In addition to sequential composition, 
nondeterministic choice and iteration, parallel composition is available. ParM- 
lel processes can share common memory (asynchronous communication) or use 
(synchronous) channel communication or both. 

Originally, the compilation of these programs into Petri boxes, a special class 
of 1-safe low-level (LL) Petri nets [2], via terms of a process algebra called 
PBC (Petri Box Calculus) [2], which is an extension / modification of CCS, 
was supported. Later on, an alternative net semantics of B(PN) 2 programs was 
given by means of M-nets, a special class of high-level (HL) Petri nets [3]. The 
implementation of a procedure concept [12,18,19] extends B(PN) 2 to a complete 
programming language. 

Furthermore, a new input interface was added. Parallel finite automata (PFA) 
with B(PN) 2 actions as arc annotations can be edited and compiled into B(PN) 2 
programs [13]. 
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Figurel.  The different components of the PEP system. 

Thus the editing and simulation component of P E P  presently contains: 

1. Editors for PFA, B(PN) 2 programs, PBC terms, HL nets and LL nets. 
2. Simulators for B(PN) 2 programs, HL nets and LL nets. 
3. Compilers as follows: PFA ~ B(PN) 2, B(PN) 2 ~ PBC, PBC ~ LL net, 

B(PN) 2 ~ HL net and HL net ~ LL net. 

3 V e r i f i c a t i o n  c o m p o n e n t  

One of the most important aims during the development of the P E P  tool was to 
provide verification in addition to simulation and analysis of standard properties. 
Therefore, the implementation of a model checking algorithm, in order to allow 
temporal logic formulae to be checked, was envisaged and carried out. Due to 
the well-known state explosion problem, efficiency was strongly required. 

First a very efficient model checking algorithm for a restricted class of low- 
level Petri nets was implemented [22], which avoids any state space genera- 
tion taking the net directly as input. Unfortunately, the Class of nets the model 
checker can handle is too restricted for the P E P  approach. 
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Therefore, another model checking algorithm [11,15] was implemented. State 
graph generation is avoided~ The finite prefix of a branching process (an opti- 
mised version of the McMillan unfolding [20,10]) of the low-level Petri net is 
taken as input for this partial order based method. A drawback, which had to 
be accepted, was that efficiency was gained on the cost of the expressiveness of 
the supported logic, $4, a propositional logic on place names, augmented with [] 
for 'always' (AG in CTL) and �9 for 'possibly at some future point' (EF in CTL). 

It is widely accepted, that no verification method exists (at least not yet) 
which is superior to all other methods [9,16]. Thus we decided to provide inter- 
faces to other verification packages, so far to INA, PROD and SMV. 

There have been three reasons for selecting the SMV [8] package: it offers 
CTL (Computational Tree Logic) model checking; it uses BDDs (Binary Decision 
Diagrams) [7] to encode the transition relation; and it is known to be good and 
easy to integrate. We tested different ways to encode low-level nets using the 
SMV formalism [25]. Encoding the transition relation directly seems to be the 
most promising solution. Place invariants, which may be provided by the net 
generators, tend to speed up the verification. Furthermore, we spent some efforts 
to improve the way results are reported to the user. S/he can for example choose 
to animate the firing sequences in the net and/or program editor (as for other 
analysis method included in the P E P  tool [14]). 

The PROD package [24] has similar advantages: it offers linear time tempo- 
ral model checking including CTL; state graph generation can be improved by 
stubborn set reduction [23] as well as symmetrical reduction methods; the user 
can additionally profit from the on-the-fly verification method. 

INA [21] was integrated in a more complete way. Apart from state graph 
based methods - stubborn set reduction as well as symmetrical reduction are 
provided on demand - INA includes the most complete available set of Petri net 
analysis methods. Among others, many elementary properties, e.g. structural 
properties and different invariants, can be computed. 

Even though not every feature of the three packages is available, P E P  can 
also be considered to be a comfortable graphical interface to these originally 
textual tools, in addition to being a stand-alone tool. 

4 C o n c l u s i o n  a n d  f u t u r e  w o r k  

We briefly presented some of the main features of the P E P  tool. For a more 
detailed overview of the P E P  system we refer the reader to [1,5] and the various 
papers which are available at http://www, informatik .uni-hildesheim. de/,,~pep. 

Our experiences have prompted us to consider the following future aims: 

- A model checker for high-level Petri nets should be developed and imple- 
mented in order to avoid the unfolding into low-level Petri nets. 

- The integration of the verification packages will be enhanced and interfaces 
to other verification packages (such as SPIN [17]) will be provided. 

Acknowledgement :  A lot of people (theoreticians and implementors) con- 
tributed to the development of the P E P  system. Thanks! 
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